Mountain - Crosscountry Series

FOURSTROKE

Every second matters

The rulebook has been thrown away: re-imagine the ultimate XC race bike and join the revolution - where up
meets down.
Born to surpass the demands of the world’s top XC athletes, the Fourstroke 01 delivers the ultimate performance
on the most demanding courses.
A purpose-designed race machine, every element of its structure is crafted to optimize speed, save seconds, and keep
riders ahead of the pack.
Our all-new Race Application Dropper Seatpost (RAD) ensures
that its fast and smooth adjustments maximize power and control whatever the gradient, allowing you to ride more dynamically.
The revised Big Wheel Concept Race (BWC) geometry has evolved
to embody the progressive riding style our athletes display on technical World Cup tracks.
The Fourstroke 01 shifts the paradigm. Reel in the competition on
the climbs, drop them on the descents. Every second matters.

The ultimate Cross Country race machine
The Fourstroke 01 is born to shave off seconds up and down the
toughest XC race courses.
Our holistic approach to look at the bike as an entire system allowed
us to develop our fastest and most intuitive race bike ever.

The first integrated XC dropper seatpost
RAD (Race Application Dropper) is the world’s first integrated XC
dropper post. A genius engineering solution driven by our athletes’
need for modern XC descending performance packed into a featherweight system.

Big Wheel Concept Race Geometry,
a new approach
The BWC Race (Big Wheel Concept) geometry supports a progressive XC riding style through the wide-open head angle, long
front-end, short chainstays and an innovative stem design.

Built for efficiency
Accept no compromises with a lightweight chassis designed for
class-leading stiffness and lightning-fast sprints. The refined APS
(Advanced Pivot System) suspension deliver pedaling efficiency,
traction and control on every race course.

Lightweight Premium Carbon
A full-carbon system with a new
super light carbon upper link

RAD seatpost
Completely integrated with a low
system weight of 345g – the most
radical XC dropper seatpost

BWC Race Geometry
A radical approach to XC geometry, tailored
to a fast and progressive riding style

APS suspension

Integrated fork stopper

Unparalleled pedaling efficiency and
bump compliance in all conditions

Smart engineering for optimized cable
routing and frame protection

Integrated protection
Molded protections and dedicated
mud guards for increased durability

1 x Specific Frame Construction

IP cable routing

Designed for ultimate stiffness
and improved tire clearance

End to end guided cable routing for
hassle-free installation and reduced
maintenance

Functional
integration
is RAD!

Race
Application
Dropper

The lightest, most radical
XC dropper seatpost
The functionality of a dropper post and the visual
appeal of an integrated design combined in a featherweight solution – that’s RAD.
With an overall weight of only 345g, RAD shaves off more
than 100g over a conventional dropper post design while
delivering maximum descending and uphill performance.

RAD, simple and effective
Up and Down!
XC racing is all about intensity and adrenaline, climbing at full speed or descending
as fast as your bike will let you.
RAD‘s intuitive two-position adjustment
supports you in moments when a race is
won or lost, in a split second.
With 80mm of drop on all sizes, RAD
delivers the optimum saddle drop for
every section of the race course.

Easy Saddle Height Adjustment
90mm of seat height range offer the perfect
fit for every rider. Saddle height adjustments
are performed like on conventional systems
and do not require cutting the seatpost.

Size

Saddle Height Range (mm)

Small

655 / 745mm

Medium

700 / 790mm

Large

740 / 830mm

Extra Large

770 / 860mm

When form meets function, it’s RAD!
Lighter

RAD is ~100g lighter than a conventional dropper post
thanks to the integrated design

30% stronger

RAD’s oversized elliptic structure is more resistant to
stress than a conventional round post

Functional

The reduced number of parts improves the system’s performance and durability

Conventional Dropper Seatpost

Less is more

Race Application Dropper
RAD is manufactured through high-precision machining processes
to achieve maximum accuracy required for flawless functionality of
its sliding element.

Side Loads

RAD features varying wall thicknesses
to achieve the perfect balance of dealing
with rider induced forces and keeping the
weight at a minimum.

Front Loads

Front: 2.3 mm wall thickness for increased strength and fatigue resistance
Side: 1.0 mm wall thickness for weight
reduction

RAD‘s radical elliptic shape reduces weight while improving
strength for reduced flex and uncompromised functionality under load.
Over 100g weight saving compared to a conventional design
achieve a system weight of just 345g, making RAD one of the
lightest dropper seatpost on the market.
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Big Wheel
Concept Race
Switch to attack mode!

Progressive XC geometry
Change your attitude with BWC Race and charge
on technical sections with all the confidence of the
most progressive XC geometry to date.
BWC Race delivers control and stability to master
steep, loose terrain and still delivers all the quick
acceleration and endless traction for fast-paced
uphill action.

Fast, stable, confident: a new XC approach
Forget XC geometry of yesteryear, BWC Race is designed to
attack the fastest, steepest and loosest XC courses with all
the confidence of its 67.5˚ head angle and a long front-end.
The 100mm travel fork with its 44mm offset ensures easy to
handle steering on hairpins and technical sections.

67.5°

SLACK
HEAD ANGLE

LONG
FRONT END

An efficient and swift climber
Climbing remains the essence of XC racing. We updated the
Fourstroke 01 with 429mm short chainstays to help you delivering power in the most efficient way with heaps of traction on
the most technical sections.
The steep 75.5˚ seat angle puts you in a more central position
so you can attack steep sections with the perfect weight distribution.

75.5˚

STEEP
SEAT ANGLE

429 mm
CHAINSTAYS

Every gram
counts

Light and Efficient
The Fourstroke 01 has been revised from the ground up with incredible attention to detail.
Fewer parts extend reliability and durability of the system and improve overall weight, that allows the addition of a dropper seatpost
and still achieve an extremely competitive system weight.

Integrated headset cups provide weight
savings of 20g vs. external ones and improve reliability
The all-new carbon upper link provides
the stiffest connection between front triangle and swingarm for uncompromised
suspension performance and weight
savings of 40g
The optimized suspension hardware reduces the number of parts for improved
reliability and weight savings of 51g compared to the previous Fourstroke 01
The super-light thru-axle developed in
the Impec Lab saves additional 9g

Frame weight with shock: 2180g
Overall system weight including
RAD seatpost and hardware: 2525g
Complete bike weight: 10kg

Built for efficiency
Put the hammer down!
The Fourstroke 01 is designed for unparalleled power delivery with a redesigned chassis that excels in torsional and
bottom bracket stiffness.
A true performance leap that boosts one of the most successful XC race bikes on the scene to a new level.

Torsional Stiffness
+ 23%
Bottom Bracket Stiffness
+ 15%
New Fourstroke 01
MY2018 Fourstroke

APS Suspension
A no-compromise suspension system, tuned for
modern XC racing. Efficient, lightweight and low
maintenance.
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Traction

0-30mm

Small Bump Sensitivity

Support

30-80mm

Efficient Pedaling and
Mid-Stroke Impact Support

Progressivity

80-100mm

Full Control on Rough Terrain
Progressive Bottom Out

Supp
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Details make
the difference
Headtube area - Stiff and adaptable
1.5” headtube with integrated headset cups for improved
stiffness and compatibility with head angle adjustment cups.
Replaceable cable port cover for additional protection.
Lightweight fork stopper for better frame protection with
virtually no weight penalty.

Integrated Frame Protection Light, minimalistic, effective
Lower link mud protector
Lightweight chainguide
Integrated chainstay protector
Co-molded in chain suck steel plate

Smooth & hassle free
cable routing
The internal cable routing is completely
guided inside the front triangle, lower
link and swingarm for quick and convenient cable maintenance.
Cable Port Cover
Full guiding for rear derailleur
and rear brake
Large access below the rear shock

Tire clearance for tires width up to 58mm
The Fourstroke 01 features ample tire clearance to suit the
needs of modern XC racing.
Seatstays +4mm
Bottom out +9mm
Chainstay +3mm

Choose Your Ride

FOURSTROKE 01 ONE

FOURSTROKE 01 TWO

FOURSTROKE 01 THREE

FOURSTROKE 01 Frameset

bmc-switzerland.com/fourstroke

